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0 of 0 review helpful A good overview of the area but missing some of the major fixtures of the neighborhoods By 
Walt Grogan Over all it s a very good book with plenty of photos for readers to enjoy I particularly enjoyed the photo 
of Jarek s Drug store as I worked there in my teens I would have loved to read a bit about the old Club El Bianco 
restaurant which was a fixture on 63rd for many years It was certainly popula The Marquette Park area on the 
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southwest side of Chicago is comprised of two neighborhoods Chicago Lawn and Marquette Manor This book depicts 
the evolution of both neighborhoods with photographs and images of the earliest developments buildings and families 
some of which have been professionally reproduced from original glass slides beginning in 1876 with the arrival of 
John F Eberhart the Father of Chicago Lawn Due focus is paid to the common denominator and ce About the Author 
Author Kathleen J Headley moved to Chicago Lawn to live near picturesque Marquette Park She is an active 
proponent of the neighborhood and sits on the Executive Board of the Chicago Lawn Historical Society and the 
Advisory Council of Marquette 
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a list of detroit streets and how some of them got their names  listing the hundreds of live music venues that operated 
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